
 Trip Report:  RACCC Family Program trip to Lake Opeongo, Algonquin Park 
July 2015 
 
For most of us, the trip began on Thursday (16 July).  At noon we loaded the club boats and 
Cory, Dylan, Christine and Quinn departed around 1pm for BonEschere where they enjoyed 
camping and banana boats. The rest of us (Isa, Matthew, baby Mara, Margaret, Alana and 
Lilian) left after work, staying in Whitney that night. 
 
On Friday at 10am the trip formally began as everyone met at the Opeongo access point for 
Algonquin Park.  
 
With the permits paid and Algonquin Outfitters water taxi forms signed, we unloaded cars and 
loaded up for the 11am water taxi to the north arm of Lake Opeongo.   It was a cool day with 
some rain.  The water taxi ride was fast and chilly but 20 minutes later we were at a nice large 
site on the north end of the north arm with a beach for the boats     
 
Once at our site, the adults started getting things set up and the kids got acquainted.  
Cory and Matthew got a big tarp up, and Matthew foraged entire dead trees for firewood. 
Christine and Quinn made us all burritos for dinner, yummy! 
 
Saturday brought us a nice morning with some wind from the south-west. We paddled to 
Hailstorm creek, via the scenic route and had lunch on the sandy tip of an island. The kids built 
a stone tomb for the filleted rem                              It was a day of tough paddling for 
parents with lighter kids in the front. Mara napped part of the way under an umbrella which Isa 
ingeniously secured to the side of their canoe with a clamp.   The last long paddle across the 
end of the bay in the wind was a workout for those paddling. 



 

 
 
At Hailstorm creek it was more sheltered and the water lilies were pretty.  It was quite weedy 
but there were not many bugs, at least early on. Dylan tried his hand at some more fishing.  
Alana and Lilian took a turn in stern. We decided not to go down Hailstorm Creek beyond the 
first carry-over due to ti    and concerns about tired parents paddling back.  
 
Predictably, the wind lessened just as we turned around, but we still had a nice tail-wind for the 
return paddle.  



  
 
When we returned, Isa and Matthew made us Thai noodles with veggies and tasty tofu for 
dinner.  Delicious!  Later that evening the kids built a great fire and we told camp fire stories, 
roasted   r    ll            S’  r     

  
 
 
Sunday was our scheduled slack day. Cory and Dylan did some morning fishing. Matthew, Isa 
and Mara explored a beach a few sites down. Everyone else just sort of puttered around and 
swam.  It was a windy day, not good for young paddlers.  The three middle kids (Dylan, Quinn 
and Lilian) played soccer and they seemed to be close matches!   Lilian built us a nice coffee 
table out of firewood and a board while her sister Alana worked on reading her second novel of 
the trip.  



  
 
On Sunday afternoon Lilian, Quinn and Dylan built a wind shelter out of deadfall and the kids 
hid behind it for a while to keep out of the strong wind.  Later that afternoon, Christine and 
Matthew led the kids (and some adults!) in some sports, including a traditional Inuit high-
kicking game and balancing acrobatics.  Lilian and Alana demonstrated that a lifetime of 
gymnastics training can in fact give one good balance and body control. 

  
Dinner was great chili, made behind a huge tarp wind block that Cory and Matthew made to 
prevent the wind from blowing out the stove.  Later that evening the wind died down enough 
     v      r    C r           Q      r            “r v r   S’  r  ” (Or   b  c                
chocolate).  We told more scary stories and Quinn led us in a memory game. 



  
 
We were up early on Monday morning and we packed up and were ready for the 11:30 water 
taxi pick-up.  A quick and spray-y trip back to the put-in, but much warmer this time.  Upon 
arrival, there was a flurry of unloading the water taxi, loading of cars, ice cream and farewells.   
 
Overall, a very good trip! 

 
 
 
 


